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COST is a unique means for European researchers,
engineers and scholars to jointly develop their own
ideas and new initiatives across all fields of science and
technology through trans-European networking of
nationally funded research activities. read more

e-COST

Open Call
Don't miss the deadline!!

Submit your COST Action proposal! The next collection
date is 8 September 2015.

Highlights
Top Story

Talking superconductivity with Professor Teresa Puig

all stories

Magnetic high-speed trains, inexhaustible fusion
energy, nuclear magnetic resonance and
imaging, supercomputers, marine motors and
planes. Superconductivity can do all this and
more. As the need for energy efficiency solutions
is ever more pressing, we turn to
superconductivity and its clear potential to
transform the world we live in.
full story

Sign the petition for budget stability
In context of EFSI, drawing budget from Horizon 2020, COST is
at risk of losing a high share of its funding.
Join 10502 people and sign our petition
Read the News Release
Read the COST Association Statement

Testimonials
It is very important that early stage researchers get
access to STSMs and Training Schools in a scale that

Latest News

is not provided by any other EC program. Scientists in

30 July 2015

all news

July newsletter is now online
Stay up-to-date with the COST latest news and
opportunities!
read more

the new EU member states, who are insufficiently
involved in Horizon 2020 because of the lower
competitiveness of their research units, get an
opportunity through COST to be involved in the
creative activities of Horizon 2020.
Peter Kralchevsky, Bulgaria

17 July 2015

Dealing with anonymity in your COST Action proposal
To ensure your proposal complies with the
anonymity criterion featured in the Open Call
selection procedure (link to SESA), we have
prepared a short overview and matching
examples in order to support you when writing
your proposal.
read more
04 June 2015

COST welcomes the provisional budget agreement in context of
the European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI)
COST is relieved that the provisional agreement reached on the European
Fund for Strategic Investments will safeguard the “Spreading Excellence
and Widening Participation” budget line. However, further effort is needed.
read more

Events
all events

4th International Workshop on Optical Wireless Communication
(IWOW)
07 - 08 September 2015 | Özyeğin University, Çekmeköy Campus, Istanbul

Integrating the Stake of Rare Disciplines at the National and
European Level
09 September 2015 | 9:00 - 18:00 | Brussels, Belgium

1st World Congress on Electroporation, Pulsed Electric Fields
in Biology, Medicine, Food and Environmental Technologies

COST in the Headlines
Muchas mujeres dejan de competir a este nivel por
incompatibilidad con otras prioridades
06 July 2015 - El País
Advancing Neurorehabilitation
19 June 2015 - Pan European Networks
Diagnostic developments
19 June 2015 - Pan European Networks
A Low Carbon Built Environment: from policy to practice
through a bottom-up approach
10 June 2015 - European Energy Innovation

Strategy Corner
This section features the work of the COST Committee of
Senior Officials (CSO), including the policy-driven Targeted
Networks.
read more

06 - 10 September 2015 | Gran Hotel Bernardin
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COST is supported by the EU Framework Programme
Horizon 2020
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